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                                            Unwind in style at @viaggio_wine, where every bottle tells a story🍷🍇

Located on Bend’s west side, their independent shop is more than just a place to buy wine — it’s an experience artfully crafted by Advanced Sommelier and owner, Benjamin Richardson. 

Visit their stunning tasting room and find your next favorite wine! 

🎥: @hownowstudios + @heronhouse.studio
                                        

                                      
                                        
                                            Didn’t make it to the eclipse totality zone? Shift your gaze to the night skies for a celestial experience like no other! 🌌 

Central Oregon’s high elevation, clear nights, and low light pollution, make it an ideal location for stargazing! Plus, Bend is the perfect basecamp as you explore the newly named Oregon Outback Dark Sky Sanctuary—2.5 million acres of pristine high desert where starry skies are protected for humans and wildlife alike.
                                        

                                      
                                        
                                            Dreaming of a weekend getaway to Bend, Oregon? 💭

Find your perfect retreat among charming rentals—from cozy cottages to rustic cabins. You are sure to find your perfect home away from home.

🎥: @hownowstudios + @heronhouse.studio
                                        

                                      
                                        
                                            Cough, cough…sorry boss, can’t make it today…too busy making fresh tracks on the mountain this morning! 🏔️🎿

❄️ From @mtbachelor’s 4/4 snow report: 

“We accumulated 2” of new snow overnight and we’re still receiving a steady stream of big, fluffy flakes. Most of the overnight snowfall came in the early am, while temps were in the low 20’s, making for some true blower pow as hoped. 

Today’s forecast calls for temps in the 20’s with moderate winds and another 2-4” of snow expected, which could be just what it takes to get free refills out there today.”
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